Dear Parents/Guardians of students entering AP Stats,

This summer your child will have the opportunity to reverse summer learning loss and to build a strong foundation in core mathematics skills using Google Classroom. He or she will also have the opportunity to earn up to ten extra credit points on the first mathematics test of the 2020-2021 school year. Students are required to use their BBOED school email to access the AP Statistics Summer Bridges assignment.

The Google Classroom page is called *AP Statistics Summer Bridges*.

code: fjspkwo

Note: In order to receive credit, students must show ALL work on a clearly labeled scrap paper and turn it into their teacher. This assignment is due to your AP Stats teacher by September 23, 2020. The material in the summer bridges assignment will be assessed within the first couple of weeks of school.

Also, please do not wait until the end of summer to begin this assignment.

*Dawn Aiello*
Director of Mathematics